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We no longer inhabit a world governed by international coordination, a unified NATO bloc, or an American hegemon. Traditionally, the
decline of one empire leads to a restoration in the balance of power, via a struggle among rival systems of order. Yet this dynamic is
surprisingly absent today; instead, the superpowers have all, at times, sought to promote what Jason Pack terms the ‘Enduring Disorder’.
He contends that Libya’s ongoing conflict–more so than the civil wars in Yemen, Syria, Venezuela or Ukraine–constitutes the ideal
microcosm in which to identify the salient features of this new era of geopolitics. The country’s post-Qadhafi trajectory has been moulded
by the stark absence of coherent international diplomacy; while Libya’s incremental implosion has precipitated cross-border contagion,
further corroding global institutions and international partnership. Pack draws on over two decades of research in and on Libya and Syria
to highlight the Kafkaesque aspects of today’s global affairs. He shows how even the threats posed by the Arab Spring, and the Benghazi
assassination of US Ambassador J. Christopher Stevens, couldn’t occasion a unified Western response. Rather, they have further undercut
global collaboration, demonstrating the self-reinforcing nature of the progressively collapsing world order.
Second half of XX century and beginning of XXI century is marked by a boom of such transnational problems that never existed in history
of Humankind. In my early works I had suggested general recommendations on some problems, but after the September 11 I did it
deeper. As outcome from such situation, decisive role belongs to the Philosophy of Dialectics, transforming by me into Dialectical
Jurisprudence, which will envelope study and comparison of Legal Order and Positive Law, evaluating a Synergetic and Mathematical
Models of their mutual transformation, spiral and sustainable development in direction of conflicts prevention. Substantial Scientific
Problems of Humankind are at the junction of Philosophy, Anthropology, Sociology and Jurisprudence. Such tendency produces a
necessity to introduce a notion 'Rule of Human Rights Law' in theory and practice. The book is intended for the Scientists and anyone
interested in issues of Globalization, Justice, Human Rights, Conflict Resolution, Cooperation of Humanitarian and Natural Sciences.
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A Pulitzer Prize-winning Wall Street Journal columnist argues that growing trends in American isolationism will have significant global
consequences for national security and prosperity, citing examples from the 1930s that led to war and genocide.
Neoliberal Order and Disorder
States, Markets, and Dissent
Global Order and Global Disorder
A World in Disarray
The Future of the Global Order
International Political Economy

In the first report of a series on the emerging international order, RAND researchers examine the liberal order in effect since World
War II, including the mechanisms by which the order affects state behavior, the engines that drive states to participate, and the
U.S. approach to the order since 1945.
Where is the world heading? What choices need to be made to help humanity to thrive? These questions are more acute than
ever in a context of growing inequalities, populism, social disorder, environmental challenges, and global health threats. The
Future of the Global Order explores the six fundamental transformations ahead that will define the future of the world in the next
three decades. Each chapter provides a unique and fact-based analysis of the situation at hand, reviews underlying uncertainties,
and studies their inter-dependencies. As a tool to trigger debate, the book provides possible evolutions in global activity with four
baseline scenarios, grasping the key issues which will shape the global order to 2050. Essential reading for anyone interested in
understanding the massive forces of global change at play and the key decisions facing the future of humanity and the world.
This book offers a historical analysis of the geopolitical and geoeconomic competition between the USA and Russia, which has
recently heated up again due to the eastward expansion of NATO. The analysis departs from an exploration of the USA’s foreign
policy and geopolitical ambitions by illustrating the influence of Wall Street and the military-industrial complex on the country’s
political decision-making. The historical review covers a wide timespan, from the Second World War and the birth of NATO, to the
wars against Iraq and Afghanistan, to the rebellions that erupted in Eurasia, Northern Africa and the Middle East in the 2010’s, as
well as the wars in the Ukraine and in Syria. By doing so, it reveals the influence of US neocons, the US intelligence services and
the military complex on the Arab Spring, the Color Revolutions and the armed conflicts in Ukraine and Syria. Ultimately, the book
depicts a new era of worldwide instability and disorder, dominated by violence and arbitrariness.
This exciting new textbook challenges the implicit notions inherent in most existing International Relations (IR) scholarship and
instead presents the subject as seen from different vantage points in the global South. Divided into four sections, (1) the IR
discipline, (2) key concepts and categories, (3) global issues and (4) IR futures, it examines the ways in which world politics have
been addressed by traditional core approaches and explores the limitations of these treatments for understanding both Southern
and Northern experiences of the "international." The book encourages readers to consider how key ideas have been developed in
the discipline, and through systematic interventions by contributors from around the globe, aims at both transforming and enriching
the dominant terms of scholarly debate. This empowering, critical and reflexive tool for thinking about the diversity of experiences
of international relations and for placing them front and center in the classroom will help professors and students in both the global
North and the global South envision the world differently. In addition to general, introductory IR courses at both the undergraduate
and graduate levels it will appeal to courses on sociology and historiography of knowledge, globalization, neoliberalism, security,
the state, imperialism and international political economy.
A Grand Strategy for the Twenty-First Century
Perspectives on a Changing World Order
Human Rights, Democracy, and Legitimacy in a World of Disorder
America in an Age of Unwinnable Conflicts
International Relations from the Global South
The Courage to Hope
The New World Disorder

“Dazzling and instructive . . . [a] magisterial new book.” —Walter Isaacson, Time "An
astute analysis that illuminates many of today's critical international issues." —Kirkus
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Reviews Henry Kissinger offers in World Order a deep meditation on the roots of
international harmony and global disorder. Drawing on his experience as one of the
foremost statesmen of the modern era—advising presidents, traveling the world, observing
and shaping the central foreign policy events of recent decades—Kissinger now reveals his
analysis of the ultimate challenge for the twenty-first century: how to build a shared
international order in a world of divergent historical perspectives, violent conflict,
proliferating technology, and ideological extremism. There has never been a true “world
order,” Kissinger observes. For most of history, civilizations defined their own concepts
of order. Each considered itself the center of the world and envisioned its distinct
principles as universally relevant. China conceived of a global cultural hierarchy with
the emperor at its pinnacle. In Europe, Rome imagined itself surrounded by barbarians;
when Rome fragmented, European peoples refined a concept of an equilibrium of sovereign
states and sought to export it across the world. Islam, in its early centuries,
considered itself the world’s sole legitimate political unit, destined to expand
indefinitely until the world was brought into harmony by religious principles. The United
States was born of a conviction about the universal applicability of democracy—a
conviction that has guided its policies ever since. Now international affairs take place
on a global basis, and these historical concepts of world order are meeting. Every region
participates in questions of high policy in every other, often instantaneously. Yet there
is no consensus among the major actors about the rules and limits guiding this process or
its ultimate destination. The result is mounting tension. Grounded in Kissinger’s deep
study of history and his experience as national security advisor and secretary of state,
World Order guides readers through crucial episodes in recent world history. Kissinger
offers a unique glimpse into the inner deliberations of the Nixon administration’s
negotiations with Hanoi over the end of the Vietnam War, as well as Ronald Reagan’s tense
debates with Soviet Premier Gorbachev in Reykjavík. He offers compelling insights into
the future of U.S.–China relations and the evolution of the European Union, and he
examines lessons of the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan. Taking readers from his
analysis of nuclear negotiations with Iran through the West’s response to the Arab Spring
and tensions with Russia over Ukraine, World Order anchors Kissinger’s historical
analysis in the decisive events of our time. Provocative and articulate, blending
historical insight with geopolitical prognostication, World Order is a unique work that
could come only from a lifelong policy maker and diplomat. Kissinger is also the author
of On China.
In order to better understand current tensions between globalization and civil society,
this award-winning book contrasts the post-World War II social order--focused on
security, justice, and welfare--with the current emphasis on globalization--with wealth
as the only objective. Dorval Brunelle is professor of sociology at the Universit du
Qubec Montral.
In recent years American foreign policy has taken a unilateralist turn. Confident of
America's economic supremacy and cultural magnetism, the Bush administration has embarked
on an ambitious mission to further American interests and reshape global order. In this
compelling and insightful book, Christian Reus-Smit offers a sustained critique of the
Bush Doctrine and its impact on the United States and the world community. Far from being
a realistic response to the challenges of the post-September 11 global order, Reus-Smit
contends that the current neo-conservative approach to foreign policy is deeply idealist
and naive. He argues that the quest to re-establish US hegemony in the contemporary world
is based on a flawed understanding of the nature of power and the complexities of the
global system. This has led Washington to pursue policies ill-suited to addressing
current sources of global disorder, such as intra-state conflict and transnational
violence, inequality, alienation and environmental degradation. If this trend continues,
Reus-Smit warns that it will have serious implications for global order and justice in
the 21st Century.
Anti-globalization activism world-wide attests to the tensions between globalization and
civil society. To better understand this fraught relationship, Dorval Brunelle compares
two social orders separated by a half-century. The post-World War II order entailed a
broad vision uniting three complementary objectives security, justice, and welfare
which were entrusted to a network of international and national institutions. In
contrast, globalization, with wealth as its only objective, is undermining and
overhauling the values and institutions of the previous order, including the United
Nations and the welfare state. From World Order to Global Disorder demonstrates the
profound effect of globalization on relations between the state, civil society, and
markets, as well as on collective and individual rights. As neo-liberalism evolves into
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globalization, governments are eschewing their role as public guardians and are instead
bartering the very assets and resources their citizens' labour and activism created and
preserved. However, no constitution makes governments owners of collective assets:
governments are merely trustees. In this context, the world's citizens have a tremendous
task before them: in the wake of the welfare state, their social forums are indispensable
in the quest for a more just and equitable world.
The Right Way to Lose a War
US Hegemony, Proxy Wars, Terrorism and Humanitarian Catastrophes
Relations of Global Power
Global Order Or Global Disorder
American Foreign Policy and the Crisis of the Old Order
'State' No More An Island?
Worlds of Difference
In 1995 Robert Harvey published The Return of the Strong: The Drift to Global Disorder.
In the wake of the wake of the terrorist attacks on the 11th of September 2001, he has
revised the analysis of the dangers facing the world that he presented in this title. In
Global Disorder: The New Architecture of Global Security he has added far-reaching
proposals for the reform of global security. In the first three parts he outlines the
rise of the USA to its dominant position as the world's first megapower, describing the
sources of instability that create global disorder and threaten world peace, and the
dangers in the globalization of capitalism free from political control. The final part
outlines reforms and actions that Western democracies, particularly the USA, must
undertake.
Why has America stopped winning wars? For nearly a century, up until the end of World War
II in 1945, America enjoyed a Golden Age of decisive military triumphs. And then
suddenly, we stopped winning wars. The decades since have been a Dark Age of failures and
stalemates-in Korea, Vietnam, Iraq, and Afghanistan-exposing our inability to change
course after battlefield setbacks. In this provocative book, award-winning scholar
Dominic Tierney reveals how the United States has struggled to adapt to the new era of
intractable guerrilla conflicts. As a result, most major American wars have turned into
military fiascos. And when battlefield disaster strikes, Washington is unable to
disengage from the quagmire, with grave consequences for thousands of U.S. troops and our
allies. But there is a better way. Drawing on interviews with dozens of top generals and
policymakers, Tierney shows how we can use three key steps-surge, talk, and leave-to stem
the tide of losses and withdraw from unsuccessful campaigns without compromising our core
values and interests. Weaving together compelling stories of military catastrophe and
heroism, this is an unprecedented, timely, and essential guidebook for our new era of
unwinnable conflicts. The Right Way to Lose a War illuminates not only how Washington can
handle the toughest crisis of all-battlefield failure-but also how America can once again
return to the path of victory.
"A valuable primer on foreign policy: a primer that concerned citizens of all political
persuasions—not to mention the president and his advisers—could benefit from reading."
—The New York Times An examination of a world increasingly defined by disorder and a
United States unable to shape the world in its image, from the president of the Council
on Foreign Relations Things fall apart; the center cannot hold. The rules, policies, and
institutions that have guided the world since World War II have largely run their course.
Respect for sovereignty alone cannot uphold order in an age defined by global challenges
from terrorism and the spread of nuclear weapons to climate change and cyberspace.
Meanwhile, great power rivalry is returning. Weak states pose problems just as
confounding as strong ones. The United States remains the world’s strongest country, but
American foreign policy has at times made matters worse, both by what the U.S. has done
and by what it has failed to do. The Middle East is in chaos, Asia is threatened by
China’s rise and a reckless North Korea, and Europe, for decades the world’s most stable
region, is now anything but. As Richard Haass explains, the election of Donald Trump and
the unexpected vote for “Brexit” signals that many in modern democracies reject important
aspects of globalization, including borders open to trade and immigrants. In A World in
Disarray, Haass argues for an updated global operating system—call it world order
2.0—that reflects the reality that power is widely distributed and that borders count for
less. One critical element of this adjustment will be adopting a new approach to
sovereignty, one that embraces its obligations and responsibilities as well as its rights
and protections. Haass also details how the U.S. should act towards China and Russia, as
well as in Asia, Europe, and the Middle East. He suggests, too, what the country should
do to address its dysfunctional politics, mounting debt, and the lack of agreement on the
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nature of its relationship with the world. A World in Disarray is a wise examination, one
rich in history, of the current world, along with how we got here and what needs doing.
Haass shows that the world cannot have stability or prosperity without the United States,
but that the United States cannot be a force for global stability and prosperity without
its politicians and citizens reaching a new understanding.
This book delineates the role that Pakistan should play in the largely anarchic world of
the twenty-first century in order to best serve the country’s long-term national
interests. Its main aim is to lay down the parameters within which Pakistan’s grand
strategy should be formulated, taking into account the evolving global and regional
security environment and Pakistan’s historical experience. Provided here is an in-depth
analysis and critical evaluation of the past record of Pakistan’s foreign policy within
this context, bringing out its successes and failures, strengths and weaknesses. Based on
these analyses, a comprehensive approach is recommended for safeguarding Pakistan’s
national security and promoting its prosperity utilizing a strategy that is a marked
departure from the military-dominated, uni-dimensional policies the country has followed
thus far. Besides providing guidelines to Pakistan’s policy makers and intelligentsia,
this book will be of interest to academics, foreign observers, and general readers in
understanding the constraints and parameters within which Pakistan – a de facto nuclearweapon state of 190 million people at the cross-roads of South Asia, Central Asia, and
the Persian Gulf – must operate to safeguard its national interests in the turbulent
times ahead.
Global Disorder
The Accidental Superpower
Global-Local Tradeoffs, Order-Disorder Consequences
Forging the World
The Six Paradigm Changes That Will Define 2050
Its Role in the New World Disorder
Whose World Order?

A world which, like ours, has been ravaged by some sixty wars in recent decades, can rightly be described as the scene of global disorder.
Even today, the same world is traumatized by hot and cold wars, proxy wars, and repeated outbursts of blood-filled mayhem, not to mention
the threat of a nuclear holocaust unleashed by big power rivalries. These are not mere statistics, but wounds in the body of humanity, calling
for healing and reconciliation. In biblical terms, human beings are not meant to be the owners or the destroyers of the world, but rather its
custodians or caretakers. This collection is a summons to responsible care-taking, and it approaches the subject from an intercultural
perspective in a variety of fields, including religion and politics. The topics covered range from accounts of major global calamities today to
explorations of possible political, economic and societal reforms, and to the invocation of basic religious and philosophical resources needed
for the recovery of a world beyond global disorder.
The benefits of the U.S-led order and the many international agreements that the United States has championed to open up the world to the
free flow of goods, services, ideas, and people, no longer look so promising. This shift has caused a public backlash against globalization not
only in the United States but also in many Western countries. The major powers either do not comprehend the risks of the current transitional
period or they do not have a clear vision for a new international order that will be broadly acceptable and thus considered legitimate by most
other states. With these concerns in mind, the Center for Preventive Action at the Council on Foreign Relations asked leading scholars from
major power countries to address a common set of questions about the current international order.
With a diverse group of contributors from law, business and the social sciences, this book explores the line not only between order and
disorder in global affairs, but also chaos and control, continuity and change, the core and the margins. The key themes include: global crises
and the role of international law, norms and institutions; the challenge of pluralism to regulatory clarity; and critical assessments of taken-forgranted systems and values such as capitalism, centralised government, de-militarisation and the separation of powers. The book divides into
two key parts. The first part, ̀Conceptions', considers the diverse way in which order/disorder can be conceived in global governance and
regulation. The second part, ̀Case Studies', groups chapters around five topic areas: citizens, capitalism, conflict, crime and courts. The
authors here build on the themes presented in the first part by embedding them within specific areas of international regulation, such as
international criminal law, maritime law or finance regulation; jurisdictions and regions, such as Australia, Canada, China, Japan and South
Asia; and subject-matter, such as water resources, citizenship, statelessness and public interest litigation. This blend of contemporary subjectmatter, empirical studies, multi-disciplinary perspectives and academic theories provides a comprehensive analysis to current and emerging
debates in the broader global community. In utilizing interdisciplinary studies to draw out common issues and alternative solutions, the book
will appeal to a wide readership among academics and policy-makers.
This book describes and analyzes the source and nature of the phenomena that characterize new world disorder. These include domestic
political crises with international consequences, disruptive regions, terrorism, climate change, deglobalization, and exponentially growing
refugee movements.
Pakistan and a World in Disorder
Obsolescent Capitalism
Order and Disorder in the 21st Century
American Power and World Order
From World Order to Global Disorder
Pandemic Politics and the End of the Old International Order
Order and Disorder in the International System
Two of America's leading national security experts offer a definitive account of the global impact of COVID-19 and the political shock waves it
will have on the United States and the world order in the 21st Century. “Informed by history, reporting, and a truly global perspective, this is
an indispensable first draft of history and blueprint for how we can move forward.” —Ben Rhodes The COVID-19 pandemic killed millions,
infected hundreds of millions, and laid bare the deep vulnerabilities and inequalities of our interconnected world. The accompanying
economic crash was the worst since the Great Depression, with the International Monetary Fund estimating that it will cost over $22 trillion in
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global wealth over the next few years. Over two decades of progress in reducing extreme poverty was erased, just in the space of a few
months. Already fragile states in every corner of the globe were further hollowed out. The brewing clash between the United States and China
boiled over and the worldwide contest between democracy and authoritarianism deepened. It was a truly global crisis necessitating a
collective response—and yet international cooperation almost entirely broke down, with key world leaders hardly on speaking terms. Colin
Kahl and Thomas Wright's Aftershocks offers a riveting and comprehensive account of one of the strangest and most consequential years on
record. Drawing on interviews with officials from around the world and extensive research, the authors tell the story of how nationalism and
major power rivalries constrained the response to the worst pandemic in a century. They demonstrate the myriad ways in which the crisis
exposed the limits of the old international order and how the reverberations from COVID-19 will be felt for years to come.
In recent years, the English School or international society approach to International Relations has risen to prominence because its theories
and concepts seem able to help us explain some of the most complex and seemingly paradoxical features of contemporary world politics. In
doing so, the approach has attracted a variety of criticisms from both ends of the political spectrum. Some argue that the claim that states
form an international society is premature in an era of terrorwhere power politics and the use of force have returned to the fore. Others insist
that international society's state-centrism make it an inherently conservative approach unable to address many of the world's most pressing
problems.International Society and its Critics provides the first in-depth study of the English School approach to International Relations from a
variety of different theoretical and practical perspectives. Sixteen leading scholars from three continents critically evaluate the School's
contribution to the study of international theory and history; consider its relationship with a variety of alternative perspectives including
international political economy, feminism, environmentalism, andcritical security studies; and assess how the approach can help us to make
sense of the big issues of the day such as terrorism, the management of cultural difference, global governance, the ethics of coercion, and
the role of international law. They find that whilst the concept of international society helps toshed light on many of the important tensions in
world politics, much work still needs to be done. In particular, the approach needs to broaden its empirical scope to incorporate more of the
issues and actors that shape global politics; draw upon other theoretical traditions to improve its explanations of change in world politics; and
recognize the complex and multi-layered nature of the contemporary world.
This volume examines the complex international system of the twenty first century from a variety of perspectives. Proceeding from critical
theoretical perspectives and incorporating case studies, the chapters focus on broad trends as well as micro-realities of a Post-Westphalian
international system. The process of transformation and change of the international system has been an ongoing cumulative process. Many
forces including conflict, technological innovation, and communication have contributed to the creation of a transnational world with political,
economic, and social implications for all societies. Transnationalism functions both as an integrative factor and one which exposes the
existing and the newly emerging divisions between societies and cultures and between nations and states. The chapters in this volume
demonstrate that re-thinking fundamental assumptions as well as theoretical and methodological premises is central to understanding the
dynamics of interdependence.
Intellectual ideas on the international community can make important contributions to how cultures perceive one another. Yet these same
ideas can also be misunderstood by other societies when they are framed in a culturally exclusive manner. In Whose World Order? Andrei P.
Tsygankov examines how Russian elites engage American ideas of world order and why Russians perceive these ideas as unlikely to
promote a just or stable international system. Tsygankov focuses on Francis Fukuyama's "end of history" thesis, which argues for the global
ascendancy of Western-style market democracy, and Samuel Huntington's "clash of civilizations," which drew attention to what Huntington
perceived to be an increasingly dominant global disorder. Tsygankov argues that Russian intellectuals received the ideas of these two
prominent American scholars critically. Despite Huntington's and Fukuyama's intentions to contribute to the development of freedom and
stability in the world, Russians viewed their theories at best as limitations to social and cross-cultural creativity and at worst as justification for
a war-mongering, West-centered global dictatorship. Tsygankov traces the reasons for Russian perceptions to the ethnocentric nature of the
two sets of ideas and the inability of their authors to fully appreciate Russia's distinctive historical, geopolitical, and institutional perspectives.
Throughout this rich study Tsygankov points to the need for scholars to study cultural perceptions in world politics as a means of eliminating
some of the obstacles that stand in the way of a truly global society. He also raises the issue of whether or not intellectuals should accept
moral responsibility for the ideas they produce and what implications this may have for international relations theory. This important book
recommends several ways in which ethnocentric bias can be overcome to move toward embracing the development of various
communitarian projects in international relations. With its novel approach and perspective, Whose World Order? is certain to be widely
discussed. It will be of value to anyone interested in international relations, comparative politics, and Russian studies.
From world disorder to a reshaped global order : myth or a possible opportunity ?
Libya and the Global Enduring Disorder
The New World Disorder and the Indian Imperative
Russia and the New World Disorder
Nostalgia, Delusion and the Rise of Trump
The False Promise of Liberal Order
Understanding the Current International Order

The Western liberal democratic world order, which seemingly triumphed following the collapse of communism, is looking increasingly
fragile as populists and nationalists take power in the United States, Europe and elsewhere, as the momentum of democratization in
developing countries stalls, and as Western liberal establishments fail to deal with economic stagnation, worsening political
polarization, social inequality, and migrant crises. At the same time there is a shift of economic power from the West towards Asia.
This book explores these critical developments and their consequences for the world order. It considers how far the loss of the West's
power to dominate the world order, together with the relative decline of US power and its abdication of its global leadership role, will
lead to more conflict, disorder and chaos; and how far non-Western actors, including China, India and the Muslim world, are capable
of establishing visionary policy initiatives which reconfigure the paths and rules of economic integration and globalization, and the
mechanisms of global governance. The book also assesses the sustainability of the economic rise of China and other non-Western
actors, explores the Western liberal democratic order's capacity for resilience, and discusses how far the outlook is pessimistic or
optimistic.
This book analyzes the state of global governance in the current geopolitical environment. It evaluates the main challenges and
discusses potential opportunities for compromise in international cooperation. The book’s analysis is based on the universal criteria of
global political stability and the UN framework of sustainable development. By examining various global problems, including global
economic inequality, legal and political aspects of access to resources, international trade, and climate change, as well as the
attendant global economic and political confrontations between key global actors, the book identifies a growing crisis and the pressing
need to transform the current system of global governance. In turn, it discusses various instruments, measures and international
regulation mechanisms that can foster international cooperation in order to overcome global problems. Addressing a broad range of
topics, e.g. the international environmental regime, global financial problems, issues in connection with the energy transition, and the
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role of BRICS countries in global governance, the book will appeal to scholars in international relations, economics and law, as well as
policy-makers in government offices and international organizations.
Samir Amin depicts a world in which NATO has taken over the role of the United Nations, in which US hegemony is more or less
complete, in which millions are condemned to die in order to preserve the social order of the US, Europe and Japan. Amin's analyses
of the Gulf War, the wars in former Yugoslavia and the war in Central Asia reveal the scope of US strategic aims. He argues that the
political and military dimension of US dominance is as significant as US economic preponderance in determining the future of
capitalist development.
Explains the process of globalization and examines alternative forms of global order and disorder.
The Decline of U.S. Power
Aftershocks
Strategic Narratives and International Relations
A World Beyond Global Disorder
Asia Pacific
The Decline of the Western-centric World and the Emerging New Global Order
[Building a Sustainable International Order series]

This collection of original articles offers an up-to-date, critical review of the global political
economy today, covering such topics as international finance, corporate governance, military
power, international labour standards, global health, human rights, and more. Assembling a
group of top scholars, the editors are able to provide a wide-ranging yet coherent survey of
contemporary international institutions and how they are governed. In the process, they offer a
useful basis for understanding the financial crisis of 2008. Relations of Global Power is the
only book available that examines the many different dimensions of the international
regulatory structure across a range of issues, placing them all within the context of neoliberal
globalization. It will be of interest to scholars of political science, sociology, policy studies,
public administration, and global studies, and will also appeal to activists and members of
alter-globalization movements.
The Russian annexation of Crimea was one of the great strategic shocks of the past twenty-five
years. For many in the West, Moscow's actions in early 2014 marked the end of illusions about
cooperation, and the return to geopolitical and ideological confrontation. Russia, for so long a
peripheral presence, had become the central actor in a new global drama. In this
groundbreaking book, renowned scholar Bobo Lo analyzes the broader context of the crisis by
examining the interplay between Russian foreign policy and an increasingly anarchic
international environment. He argues that Moscow's approach to regional and global affairs
reflects the tension between two very different worlds—the perceptual and the actual. The
Kremlin highlights the decline of the West, a resurgent Russia, and the emergence of a new
multipolar order. But this idealized view is contradicted by a world disorder that challenges
core assumptions about the dominance of great powers and the utility of military might. Its
lesson is that only those states that embrace change will prosper in the twenty-first century. A
Russia able to redefine itself as a modern power would exert a critical influence in many areas
of international politics. But a Russia that rests on an outdated sense of entitlement may end
up instead as one of the principal casualties of global transformation.
In an age of demagogues, hostile great powers and trade wars, foreign policy traditionalists
dream of restoring liberal international order. This order, they claim, ushered in seventy years
of peace and prosperity and saw post-war America domesticate the world to its values. The
False Promise of Liberal Order exposes the flaws in this nostalgic vision. The world shaped by
America came about as a result of coercion and, sometimes brutal, compromise. Liberal
projects – to spread capitalist democracy – led inadvertently to illiberal results. To make peace,
America made bargains with authoritarian forces. Even in the Pax Americana, the gentlest
order yet, ordering was rough work. As its power grew, Washington came to believe that its
order was exceptional and even permanent – a mentality that has led to spiralling deficits,
permanent war and Trump. Romanticizing the liberal order makes it harder to adjust to
today’s global disorder. Only by confronting the false promise of liberal order and adapting to
current realities can the United States survive as a constitutional republic in a plural world.
An eye-opening assement of American power and deglobalization in the bestselling tradition of
The World is Flat and The Next 100 Years. Near the end of the Second World War, the United
States made a bold strategic gambit that rewired the international system. Empires were
abolished and replaced by a global arrangement enforced by the U.S. Navy. With all the world's
oceans safe for the first time in history, markets and resources were made available for
everyone. Enemies became partners. We think of this system as normal - it is not. We live in an
artificial world on borrowed time. In The Accidental Superpower, international strategist Peter
Zeihan examines how the hard rules of geography are eroding the American commitment to
free trade; how much of the planet is aging into a mass retirement that will enervate markets
and capital supplies; and how, against all odds, it is the ever-ravenous American economy that
- alone among the developed nations - is rapidly approaching energy independence. Combined,
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these factors are doing nothing less than overturning the global system and ushering in a new
(dis)order. For most, that is a disaster-in-waiting, but not for the Americans. The shale
revolution allows Americans to sidestep an increasingly dangerous energy market. Only the
United States boasts a youth population large enough to escape the sucking maw of global
aging. Most important, geography will matter more than ever in a de-globalizing world, and
America's geography is simply sublime.
International Society and Its Critics
The World Disorder
Contending Views
Challenges and Threats in an Uncertain World
Global Governance in Transformation
America in Retreat
New World Disorder
While the United States stumbles, an award-winning foreign correspondent chronicles China s dramatic moves to
become a dominant power. As the world s second-largest economy, China is extending its influence across the globe
with the complicity of democratic nations. Joanna Chiu has spent a decade tracking China s propulsive rise, from the
political aspects of the multi-billion-dollar New Silk Road global investment project to a growing sway on foreign
countries and multilateral institutions through United Front efforts. Chiu offers readers background on the
protests in Hong Kong, underground churches in Beijing, and exile Uyghur communities in Turkey, and exposes
Beijing s high-tech surveillance and aggressive measures that result in human rights violations against those who
challenge its power. The new world disorder documented in China Unbound lays out the disturbing implications for
global stability, prosperity, and civil rights everywhere.
The political and economic crises that rage around the world cannot be attributed to simply a great recession The
global system is in a deep crisis that has appeared historically again and again. David Ranney lays out the source of this
new world disorder and explains its historical precedents. He then raises critical questions about the future.
Players around the world are lining up to knock the U.S. out of its self-proclaimed position as the most powerful
nation on earth. What are some possible outcomes? Are we doomed to live through a long period of narrow political
bickering, a deteriorating environment, declining living standards, permanent war, and government surveillance? Will
super global corporations enforce a new and possibly brutal form of capitalism that is removed from the reach of any
particular government? Will we see the frightening emergence of 21st Century fascism? Or will we find a way toward a
global system based on liberty, equality and environmental sustainability that aims to meet the needs of humanity
and the planet?
Examines a trio of key concepts that help to stabilize states and the international order: human rights, democracy, and
legitimacy.
In this book, ten substantive chapters examine how collisions between technological developments (globalizing
forces) and thickening populist pressures (localizing dynamics) constantly keep reinventing the state in unforeseen
and unpredictable ways. We learn of how international organizations have fared, and to what extent grass-roots
grumbles have impacted big-picture developments in quite diverse parts of the world. Just placing unfolding crises
under the microscope cannot but generate policy-solving observations. Treated in corresponding order, these crises
revolve around adjusting international institutions; absorbing current populist outbursts; shifting from peacekeeping
to peacemaking; spying in the global south; absorbing displaced persons; Rwandan land reform; pandemic and RMG
readjustments; Bangladesh s democratic transition; Rohingyan-Syrian refugees; and Mexico s 1990s liberalization.
Though overarching, observations in the book accent state strength battling with state porosity; the downward
spiraling of global order; and the simple lack of any controlling mechanism against globalizing/localizing dynamics in
the trenches of everyday life being matched by continued uncertainty on the analytical plane.
China Unbound
World Order
Understanding Global Disorder
A New World Disorder
Challenges for International Cooperation
The New Isolationism and the Coming Global Disorder
Russia's Perception of American Ideas After the Cold War
Showcases a range of empirical studies that highlight the potential, inclusivity, and
durability of the strategic narrative approach to International Relations
Contemporary Politics and Global Disorder
Globalization and the Nation-state
The Next Generation of American Preeminence and the Coming Global Disorder
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